
GALAXY 
LED Panels

Sleek & out of the way
This super sleek rectangle of light is the most 
unobtrusive and modern way of lighting offices and 
corridors.

Evenly lit
The GALAXY panels are clean and evenly lit with 
their 120° distribution ensuring good light and 
low-shadow work environments.

Government approved efficiency
Models in the GALAXY range are so efficient they 
have been approved for use in the government 
energy saving schemes REES, VEET and IPART.

Options on request
Haneco can provide several dimming options on 
request – TRIAC, DALI & 1-10V dimming. Also 
available on request are flicker free panels, 
emergency batteries and even cyanosis compliant 
panels for medical applications.

Range of sizes
GALAXY comes in 5 standard sizes from 300mm x 
300mm through to 600mm x 1200mm.

Various mounting options 
The GALAXY panels are easily installed in standard 
suspended ceiling grids. We also provide other 
means of mounting including surface mount frames, 
plaster recess frames and a suspension kit.

Ultra thin LED panels in a full 
range of sizes and mounting 
options.
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GALAXY Accessories 

Perfect 
Panels

One piece surface mount frame
One piece, bevelled edge, with easy access for wiring and able to be fixed to any surface.

Four piece surface mount frame
A straight edge frame in four pieces for assembly on site.

Plaster recess frame
A one piece frame that fits practically flush for cutting into plaster ceilings.

Vented plaster recess frame
A vented frame that fits suspended ceiling grids and can be installed as a recess frame in plaster cutouts.

Suspension kit
This kit allows you to hang a frame for the panel from high ceilings 
or for task lighting.

SIZE WATT LUMEN CCT DIM  VEET/REES/IPART CODE

300×300mm 18W 1430lm 5500K GALAXY0303-5K

600×300mm 18W 1700lm 4000K GALAXY0306-4K

1600lm 5000K GALAXY0306-5K

600×600mm 40W 3870lm 4000K VEET/REES/IPART GALAXY0606-4K

3870lm 4000K        Dimming GALAXY0606-4K-DIM

3900lm 5000K VEET/REES/IPART GALAXY0606-5K

3900lm 5000K        Dimming GALAXY0606-5K-DIM

1200×300mm 40W 3820lm 4000K VEET/REES/IPART GALAXY0312-4K

3820lm 4000K        Dimming GALAXY0312-4K-DIM

3800lm 5000K VEET/REES/IPART GALAXY0312-5K

3800lm 5000K        Dimming GALAXY0312-5K-DIM

1200×600mm 60W 6080lm 4000K VEET/REES/IPART GALAXY60W0612-4K

5910lm 5000K VEET/REES/IPART GALAXY60W0612-5K

GALAXY Panel Range

20W 2200lm 4000K GALAXY20W0312-4K

2300lm 5000K GALAXY20W0312-5K

28W 3400lm 4000K GALAXY28W0312-4K

3650lm 5000K GALAXY28W0312-5K

40W 4500lm 4000K GALAXY40W0612-4K

4400lm 5000K GALAXY40W0612-5K




